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RULING, MEASURING, CALCULATING, TEMPLATES

Two-Face Map,
Plan or Curve Measure
Bright, nickel-plated fi nish with convenient handle and 
clear, unbreakable plastic lenses. For measuring distances 
on roads, curves, contours, maps, patterns, and drawings. 
Dial registers inches, half-inches, and centimeters up to 
39" and 99cm. Also measures statute miles and nautical 
miles. Multiply for feet, yards, or miles.

No.  1111 
SRP $ 55.00   ea 

Two-Face
Inch Counter
The same as No. 1118, but with easy grip 1½" long fi xed 
handle. Packed in a leatherette case.

No.  1117 
SRP $ 72.00   ea 

Two-Face 
Inch Counter
Includes ring for compact pocket use and large diameter for 
easy readout. One side is fi tted with a special dial for exact 
measurement of straight lines and curves on technical 
plans, drawings, blueprints, etc. While the pointer indicates 
traced distance in inches, the counter disk registers it in 
feet. The second dial measures distances on maps or plans 
made to scales of 1/2", 1/4", and 1/8" to a foot and counts 
the number of full pointer revolutions.

No.  1118 
SRP $ 66.00   ea 

Double Readout Plan Measure
Ideal for blueprints, map scaling, and drawing. Determines 
distances in miles or kilometers on maps and plans 
according to scales indicated on dial. Assures precision 
measurement forward or backward and follows curved 
lines. Precision metal gears are reset by revolution counter. 
Convenient handle for easy maneuverability. Two large, 
easy-to-read dials with unbreakable plastic faces. White 
dial graduated in inches and centimeters (36" = 92cm). 
Yellow dial graduated in 1/2", 1/4", 1/8", and 1/16" to the 
foot. Includes leather-like vinyl pouch for protection.

No.  1121 
SRP $ 45.95   ea 

Front

Back

For Scale
One Revolution

Measures

1/16" = 1' 576'
1/8" = 1' 288'
1/4" = 1' 144'
1/2" = 1' 72'

Inches 36"
Centimeters 1 Meter

Home Planning & Layout
Contains lavatory and kitchen fi xtures, and door swings. 
Scale: ¼" = 1'. Size: 5½" x 7" x .030".

No.  TD1150 
SRP $ 7.60   ea 

Architects & Builders
Contains circles, rectangles, lavatory and kitchen fi xtures, 
roof pitch index, tile layout gauge, door swings, fl oor 
elevation indicator, and electrical symbols. 
Scale: 1/4" = 1'. Size: 58" x 9¼" x .030".

No.  TD1151 
SRP $ 10.35   ea 

Plumbing Fixtures
Contains baths, shower stalls, lavatories, and sinks. 
Scales: 1/4" and 1/8" = 1'. Size: 58" x 9¾" x .030".

No.  TD1190 
SRP $ 11.55   ea 

House Plan Fixtures
Contains door swings, kitchen and lavatory fi xtures, ANSI 
symbols, circles, fl oor elevation indicator, and roof pitch 
index. Scale: 1/4"= 1'. Size: 4½" x 9s" x .030".

No.  TD1538 
SRP $ 11.30   ea 

House Plan Fixtures
Same as No. TD1538, but in half size. 
Scale: 1/8" = 1'. Size: 3¼" x 5½" x .030".

No.  TD226 
SRP $ 11.10   ea 

House Plan & Plumbing
Contains door swings, plumbing and light fi xtures, kitchen 
equipment, and roof pitch gauge. 
Scale: 1/4" = 1'. Size: 58" x 7" x .030".

No.  TD444 
SRP $ 8.35   ea 
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